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Economic

CONSIDERATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY'S' REPORT ""A VENTURE IN

SELF-RELIANCE-

-

TEN YEARS OF ECA"

(E/eN.14/424) (continued) '

Mr. SINU (Observer for, .Romania) associated- himself with
previous speakers in welcoming the- three States which were new members

of the Commission.

He expressed his delegation's unity of. purpose

with the peoples still labouring under the yoke of colonialism,, and
its conviction that the day would come when all the African countries

were represented on.the Commission.-

■

v

■The Executive Secretary's report showed that member States and

the .secretariat had made remarkable efforts to solve the problem of the
economic and social development of Africa,

His-delegation had been glad'

to hear the optimism and determination expressed by previous speakers.
It agreed that development was the primary responsibility of the countries
concerned, and that the necessary'measures could not be imposed from
outside, or.be a matter for international negotiation. 'His country had
always applied,-that principle both in- domestic affairs and international
■ co-operation,'

,.

.

■

. ■■

■

..

..■/■

.Romania wa.s well aware of the concerns . of the developing countries

for it, too,, had embarked upon a. large-scale attempt to "•'build', up its
economy,

.The. results of .that effort

were worthy of .notes -.Romanian

.industrial output had increased by. 12.3 per cent a- year during.-the
last three years of the present five-year plan,

r. ■■•■

While continuing to develop its .own resources, • his country was

extending its. bilateral relations in trade,

economic,' technical.and

scientific .co-operation with other countries.

.In Africa alone,

Romania

had concluded; useful arrangements with more /than thirty countries, by
means of short-and, long-term, trade, agreements and. contracts: fbar. co-operation
.on matters such as oil, phosphate and mineral prospecting;-. .'Such co-opera

tion was. based.on mutual benefit and helped to stimulate trade.,

'

Romania had made a concrete contribution to those activities of the
United' Nations and the specialized agencies that were aimed at extending1

•the forms and^methods of international■co-operation.

It'had been

.

^

responsible for .many new ■economic and social ventures,

including the

delivery of .complete plant for'building factories in the developing
countries against payment in manufactured products and the training of
'.trade1 specialists and executives',

'

■

' ■■

■,■_,■:,

■"

.

His country had every intention of extending its'relations with
the African countries, both bilaterally and through the international
organizations,

,

•

"

-

' Mr- gAYLICEK (Observer for Czechoslovakia) welcomed the
fact that the

Commission had extended the number of its members to

forty-one, which guaranteed an absolute majority of African States
striving.for the continents development and ready to fight against the
remnants, of colonialism,

.

,-

■ .

'

■

The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa had thus'become
a.really representative organization of the whole continent.

'His

delegation .was glad that in spite of the difficulties ofthe"first
Decade.the Commission had'developed its organizational activity and
issued a considerable quantity of important and useful documents,
■

:Chechoslovakia followed with deep interest the activity of the

Commission and recognised its contribution to the economic development
of ■African countries,.

It was convinced that the current session would

represent a- significant milestone in the do-ordination oif development
efforts,

,

■■ ;:.

: ■

:-

■■;..-■■

v.: With regard to the preparation of the second Development Decade,
he .noted with.satisfaction that those ten years would be devoted to

applying a development strategy based" on-a* system o"f clearly' defined
economic measures oriented towards the attainment of' formulated objectives

■on the. national as well ■ as on the international scale.

It was natural that

principal importance=should be attached to measures "taken"by'the develop
ing countries- themselves,

and the success of the second"Decade would no

doubt depend on the degree .to which.-the governments-of those countries
succeeded.in mobilizing internal resources and utilizing them rationally

for the purpose of economic development,

and^.also in freeing and-utilizing

Page

the

activity of

among

the

masses of population,

as

well as

in

3

co-operating

themselves.

Stressing the fundamental importance
countries,

his

of the

steps taken by' those

delegation "by no means under-estimated the

influence

on

their development o-f 'international economic conditions and of the economic
■•'policies adopted "by
economic policy

the

developed countries.

respecting

the

interests

Only an international

of all

countries

or groups

■ '
of

countries,,,,based on the principle ;of inter-dependence,...would enjoy a
o;f:. success,

.-

.

..

.

.

■

t

.

chance

■-..-■■,■

Chechoslovakia- had already 'expressed its interest in contributing

to-the preparation of .the

that. Interest,

second Decade,

Its

current situation' conditioned

e^n if' the1 country was 'passing through a complex develop

ment phase-and had to remove

the

causes of certain negative tendencies

■ by- means of economic reform and a more

intensive

participation ,of the

Czechoslovak economy in the international division :of labour.
■

The

fact, that Czechoslovakia belonged to the

■-.-■■■

;

"

community of socialist

countries: did not mean that she ..was- not interested in. expanding economic
" relations with other countries,

especially developing countries.

She' '

maintained commercial and economic relations with the majority of African
countries,

and had started, a number of industrial projects in those

countries - sugar mills,
-works,
others,

textile mills,

tanneries,

shoe factories^

mining equipment,

metal-working plants,

which offered fruitful prospects for the

was that of a .small country,

cement and ceramic

future.

and many:

Her economy

and a specific developed sector, of .machinery

constituted half her exports,. Nevertheless she hoped that by combining

her. efforts :in the industrial field with interesting resources-of highly

trained experts she would be able to continue mutual active co-operation
with African countries,

-.

.

.*■.■■.

Mx' B0MAKT(United Republic of Tanzania) offered his delegation's
thanks fbr the wise and stimulating address of his Imperial Majesty the
Emperor of Ethiopia,

arid for the support of the anti-colonialist struggle-

in Africa expressed by the Secretary-General in his opening speech.

He

BsaiaajasiigygaamSMB^^
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was happy to welcome the three new members of the Commission, and assured
the Chairman of his delegation's full support.

.
The ,murder of Eduardo Mondlane, President of FHELIMO, would not deter
_ his country, which would continue to fight side by side with Its Mothers
still under the yoke of colonialism.

,Iho first Development Decade had in fact teen a political decade for '
,, the African continent, in that the African countries had been primarily
concerned with consolidating their newly-won nationhood and meeting''the
aspirations of the elites. The second.Decade should be devoted' to'the
masses and the peasants who in Tanzania-s case formed 90 per-cent 6^'the

population; they should be regarded both as producers and as beneficiaries
of the fruits of economic development. The second Decade must in fact be
essentially a rural development decade.

. ,

'., :,.,

The African countries must now establish their priorities and'set up
the institutional machinery for their implementation. The anniversary
session, would, it Was. hoped, provide guideline for the Commission., work.
If the first Decade were to be regarded as,a political one, its pbwerless-

-neSS to attain the reasonable goals flMd would be .„,„. „„,.„„ a ^^ ^

disappointment but rather as:a sign.that the international economic-climate
we not favourable tc accelerated growth of the-poor through co-operation

of -the rich,

■

.The lack of realistic proposals for solving the problems of the

...

'

developing countries explained the' failure of the first Decade. The develop
ment efforts of the developing countries, were.seriously handicapped by their
inadequate.export earnings and low capacity to import Capital goods/and
to. remedy that equation the second session of OTCTAD had revested that'

export P^oes should be stabilized at remunerative levels. Ito eliminate' '

the tariff and non-tariff barriers erected by the developed countries
against-the exports of .manufactured and semi-manufactured-goods from the Africa,
countries, OTCTAD had proposed a generalised system of non-discriminatory,

non-reciprocal tariff preferences.

,e/gh.14/SR.H6(IX)
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...

,

'll ' ..'

■

The volume and terms of- international development financing had been

.deteriorating during, the last ten years,
were seriously in,debt,
nd jreversedj

The developing.countri.es would have liked to see

and international

terms* . Moreover,
f

and "because of that some countries

transfers^ of capital,made upon more

the adjustment problem in shipping and other

although clearly spelled out,

had received an equally discourag

ing response from the rich, nationse

In all those matters,

been.disappointing,

the outcome of the .second session of IMCTAD had

particularly to the African, countries,

.The failure of

UNCTAD and that of.other international' arrangements intended to help-the Third
World,'

led him' to the following conclusions!

the inherent contradic.tio.ns be

tween rich and poor could not .be resolved until the bargaining power -;of the
.poor.-countries was strengthened;

the..rich countries not only had the means

.of exploiting their resources better than the poor ones, but also the ability

and wish.to exploit the rest of the world;, unless Africa and the other count
ries of, the Third World resisted that attitude,
with increasing obstacles^

their development would meet
.

....

Tanzania had had bitter experience of the instability of aid, provided

try the developed cquntriese . Such aid had been withdrawn at the very moment

when it,was most needed^, because of Tanzania's, refusal
.demands of a certain government.

to comply, with the

.That experience .had proved to his Govern

ment the need for self-reliance on the part of African States.

■■■' '""■ 'Self-reliance had-become .popular because.it sounded dynamic; .but .it
imposed personal sacrifices and discipline.upon those wno advocated ^t.

In

..his own country's case? the theory and practice of self-reliance had been

;clearly laid down in the Arusha Declaration,, which stated that money did not
constitute the major instrument of development and that even if the developed
countries were prepared to give financial assistance to the developing ones -

and that was not always the case - such aid could never suffice, because of
the extent of the needs.

,.i .,..,

In other:words,- self-reliance was the developing countries? will to mo

bilize and develop .their;.resources and in the last analysis to control national

/
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means of production and use them exclusively for the' benefit of the people.

That was. what1 the Taozanian Government had done1 after -adopting the'Arusha
Declaration,

and the 'policy frad borne---fruit d&^ite..tlie;predic-tiJo-p3 of the

prophets-'of doom* ' Banks,, "iri^ttrsiroe^^os^Fai^o^^^^
'mills in Tanj&anJ^wfer^iTOT^^

"not'better,.l than tbefor^

and for th&: first jri^iifcegr^re-s^rvijagr th^sijouirtry^- The (km&nmeaxt:'1O3d' .
overhauled' the -edxu^ati<mal..j^tem...izin^

as -

to' train Afrioans-sa"""builders af tiieiT- pcuniryV.. ■
■

.■

Hi^ delegation noted with pleasure that the theme of the anniversary

'.session-was self-reliance* ■■ It toped that that 'theme, successfully .adopted ■
■"by-his own; country,/would b,e applied-at the: continental level-and. that suit''able policies and institutions .would-be adopted to implement it,

..

Tanzania was'confident that ECA would continue to play'the pioneering

role that it had. :already successfully begun'in setting up IDEP, the1 African
Development Bank with' its all-African capital .and'the sub-regional--economic
groupings designed to promote self-reliance in trade and' iiidustrialiaation.

It looked forward to the day when EGA would transform 'itself* Into an-Economic
Community' of'Africa.' .

.
■■■'"

.

_■

■
\

■

v.

" EGA could play/no less effective a role In removing obstacle's,, from with

out and in creaj/ng conditions conducive to African development based on selfreiiahoe,.:

Jt.fcould, ' for example, initiate a series of negotiations similar

to the Kennedy" Round, to untie the aid granted to the African countries,
■ix^ans-grahted on more flexible-terms would enable the African countries to

^trade witit each-other and buy cheaper and more .suitable goods,.
""'ECA epuia also make studies pn stabilizing the prices of primary products,

suoh as tnose being conducted by'the World Bank and'the International Monetary
Fund," and would be better placed than an^ single African-State to make recom

mendations and influence the shape ■of'whatever institutional and''financial
arrangements were agreed upon to stabilize prices.

■■■'.-

He would not. touch upon other important matters such as the need to

Africaaize the secretariat, which was essential if the Commission were to
enjoy'tiie confidence and support of its members; or the crucial question of

/^
Page t ■■■"■■'"'
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s'"between ECA and'the United Nations "bodie's/ especially

UNDP, and the specialized agerioiles'j'.'or'tne" relations ^etweeri'SCX-and OAU«
dea^t wij& -separately in :a .resolution^.and his delega-

:mak;e ■ its--position=kncn-m;-.at\ the;,proper •:time'i ■,.Nevertheless he wished
his- Gpyernmentvwas, cpsmitted tp.-.winning for
un ■ the

:,pf ■lAfrica^f£ind;.-bp.;greater>-..deGQn-fc?aliaat.ion:,of United. latipns ..activities so
as to bring-them e3,9ser-.tGrr$&li$y.B ;■■„■■■ -..

- ...

•

■

...-. ..-..-•

'. .■

■■;v'-'j'ji

to^;M:--tHis--4elegaib3i,pn"de9gJy-.-app3?@9*&t^(ivt}ie ;coD.str.uctive: cxitioism of ECA "by

the secretariat;and:;memfee? St^es^-.^Iowe^er, ...kt/.ths mpDia^tr.t/ie.-'best way of
■■seeing the-.o.ause. of<: developmeaWouldf.-fee^for.each- country..tp adopt the cause

■■■of'-'-sell'-relianoe, tuned' to.- the, development of the whole- cpntinentfl,,.

V" "' >%

'iir'o:;606 (Commissioner for'Technical C'O-operation)'wafe-'-pleased to

join in celebrating the'tenth anniversary 0^ECA, more particularly since,
■■■-.as-':Gdinmissioher:for:.rIlechni.6el-Go-operation? he ^adwatched for seven years
in

q" '■"When ECA watf'establishea in"l959/"^evtotal of United Na^aons1'Technical
AssiSahce ^y.Srlca^as; less^han :fe i'iiiioni and^fere-wer^ rid-Bpeoial

BWd;projeci;s ±n &ioar''The'cuWeht";fife&r;e:'for :sucKf as-kig-baW&S^was $17

million/ and: $ie?e were' fb;rty-6nV^ecial Fanfd; pioj'Sb^V-^ffi1 ^e- beginning,
ECA had helped^ihe"k^lb^infe" countrieW^in -Africa to^identify their priority
needs, to plan their -ieohnio&l assistance programmes, and to apply technical
expertise to the solution of their economic and social development problems,,
The Commission-had addressed its ?.-'. U"al^ attention to helping the young

African States to solve their most urgent problems^ especially that of
strengthening their government machinery and improving their economic and
social infrastructure*

Such assistance had come largely under the heading

of regional programmes, which had risen from 70,000 dollars ten years earlier
to 1.4 million dollars:in 1968*

.

In addition to suoh programmes, ECA had established a number of middle-

level centres for the training of statisticians which had been completed by
the subsequent establishment of higher-level training centres with assistance
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from the Special Fund.

It had also provided advisory services through its

corps of regional statistical advisers.
The Commission had given a great deal of attention to the training of
government officials in all branches of administration "by means of short
courses,

seminars,

study tours,

etc.,

and had thus contributed' towards

strengthening government machinery at all levels.

The Commission's sec

retariat and regional technical advisers had maintained close contact with

individual experts serving in countries throughout Africa.
Nor had the Commission neglected the importance of basic research,
the compilation of data about both human and natural resources*

or

It had

taken the lead in carrying out studies throughout Africa in co-operation with
the specialized agencies and bilateral

aid sources,

pository of a considerable volume of valuable

and had become a re

information about the poten

tial and the needs of the African continent.

The outstanding accomplishment of the Commission was the concept of

unity which it had fostered from the very beginning,
integration at the sub-regional level.

starting with economic

That concept was the key to economic

and social progress for most parts of Africa,

and had been advanced

immeasurably by the establishment of the Organization of African Unity,
African Development Bank,

the African Institute for Economic Development

Planning and the Special Fund multinational projects.

the
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If the first ...Decade could toe looked^ back. upon..as that of-foundation-

building for African development,, the second should be looked forward'.to
as th,e period when a solid, superstructure based upon well-drawn plans '
could be built..

Economic growth.in Africa fell far short of :%he- target

set for the first Development ,Decade,., especially-in the field of

. .agriculture...

There, was a.need to. co-ordinate efforts within -the United'

Nations family., and .to. face-the fact that as the needs of Africa' inci-ea'sed th<
...resources

available to her declined.

As a. result>

the ■ countries ■ would

have t.o.us.e their resources more wisely and-- co-operatively... At- the:same
time,

they must attemp to expand the flow of. resources, to the developing

countries,

and to end at last, the division of the world between.an.affluent

North and a poverty-stricken South.

.

.,

,

>

. ... Afripa needed more technical-assistance for its .development'than any
other ..continent,. ,

The -programming mission recently sent, to Kenya'.to assist

- the government in determining its needs and available resources, had revealed
. that .the countries ..of East.. Africa had a higher technical assistance
.

■"

■

..component i.n their external aid mix than-.-.did countries in,other parts of

.

the .world ■.- 40. .to 50,. per ce.nt as -compared with 15 - 20 per, cent- globally.*
* While;-' the ■United -Nations programmes of technical assistance' had not
.-.been large; as "compared with the programmes financed from bilateral sources*,
they had bee-n important
on development..
■■ .

in terms' of■ their content and the impact they had

Moreover,

they had grown cons.idera.bly- during, the d.ecadeB

'The total-of all United Nations sponsored'programmes'

v.--ris:en from. $892,000-in 1959 to "about

in Africa had

$17 million in 1^68. 'Africa how

'

received 35 per cent■of all resources, for'assistance available through the

.United Nations.

The most rapid increase' had come through the Special ^Pund

^projects, which-had increased from zero in 1959 to an estimated
$10'.million in 1968,' -With respect to ECA's regional programme of tefhnieal

"assistance, 38.4 per cent of'the funds available'to the United Nations for.
'■ all.'regions" in'l'967 had' been'-allocated to the Economic Commission f or'Afrisac
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He mentioned the key role of the United Nations regular programme

of technical assistance, particularly where Africa was concerned/ While
small in- terms of money ($2.5 million for Africa), that programme had supportsECA's corps of thirty-seven regional advisers. At short'notice, those
advisers had been providing

short-term assistance to African governments,

,

and had assisted them in the solution of urgent problems, in the assessment

of requests for-assistance, in the formulation of technical assistance Projects;
and so on.

In addition, the regular programme had financed inter-regional

advisers, who. also rendered advisory services to African governments.
In that connexion, decisions had been taken at the seventh session

of the Governing Council of the United Nations development Programme regarding
the future role of the United Nations regular programme.

That was the

programme financed from the regular budget of the United Nations.

The ■

Secretary-General who had been requested by, the Governing Council to study
the purposes and .objectives of the regular programme and its relationship to
the UNDP programmes and' to make appropriate recommendations, had indicated
that the regular programme was a major source of funds, for financing technical
assistance projects.in the fields of social development and public administra
tion, and also in financing projects carried out at the sub-regional,
regional and inter-regional levels, .thus playing a major role in connexion
with United Nations efforts to promote .regional co-operation.

In view of the limited resources of the regular programme and because
of its unique feature of flexibility to meet emergency situations and to
initiate projects which eventually would be financed by UNDP, the Secretary-

General had proposed that in the future.the programme be directed towards
assisting governments in economic and social development planning, enhancing
the range of assistance in high-priority fields of activity, rendering short- "

term.assistance, enabling governments to deal with unforeseen emergencies,
strengthening training activities and providing the United Nations regional
commissions and the United Nations Economic and Social Office-in Beirut with themeans of carrying out their operational responsibilities in certain areas.

■E/casr-;i4/sR.i46(ix)
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.:The. Ga.verning Council had'endbrs-'ea-the Secretary-General fs recommenda
tions regarding.-the. future1 character and1 role of the -regular programme, and

had stressed the importance of ensuring that Its'■resources would fulfil^
requests for assistance from, governments for which the■programme;was
particularly suited.

..

■

•

.

.

, • ..

.

.,

■

.

■■

■.

>..

•..

,=..

■

The Secretary—General had likewise suggested programming and
budgetary procedures which the Governing Council had recommended that the
Economic and Social
recommendations

as

Council, propose.-to-the General Assembly. ' If those
a wholewere accepted,, the new .approach to. the regular ■'

programme of technical

co-operation, would mean that the Se.cretaryr-Gene-ral

would "be better able, to s.erv/e :the needs

of the developing countries.

There were many interesting examples

in 1^68:
Project,

of projects' in operation in-'Africa

the East .African Railways and Harbours Training Development
provided with advisers "by EGA and. assigned an expert- under .t'he. ■

UHDP(TA) programme; the 'two. Special Fund projects for the training of-.. .1
statisticians in Cameroon and Uganda;
the Government

•

the 1$68 assignment of an expert to assie

of Senegal .in the formulation of

exploration, pro jectSj

many of which were, certain to. lead .tp.vinvest;nient :.and
..

Iftuid- mineral'

<■

in

administration;

...

Special

Fund..project

connexion with public

■ "exploitation.

and the

a Special

■.

.:.'..-.-.■.- , ■-■. i

-•

Considerable satisfaction'could be "derived from "the 196S technical

■

... ajas.-istanc.e programme and particularly from the success achieved in combining

,the-r.egular. programme, UNDP(TA), a'nd the Special Fund programmes" to"'effect'
the; maximum, impact on .the solution of -economic 'and social-' developkent problems
in ,Africa.-.. - ■• ;

:..

■

■'

-

■

■ '

The ECA would be a major contributor to

..'■.■■■

the promotion of economic and

social development- in Africa in 'the next decade.

The United Nations Office

of T-e;chnical'vCo-;operation had been examining'me'ans:by! which cooperation
between Headquarters and the Commission could be made more effective*"'
It was particularly anxious-to see that EC£'became actively involved in'the
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programming of assistance throughout Africa, and would like to entrust

it withmore operational, responsibilities, particularly for carrying out
economic integration projects.

" .

.

It was certain that ECA would take the lead in the co-ordination of
technical assistance.

Co-ordination of limited assistance funds would

provide the key to the success.of future development efforts.
Besides co-ordination,'the chief task before the Commission was that

of promoting the establishment of viable economic groupings throughout

the continent.

Although, in the final analysis, individual governments would

have to decide the form and structure of such"communities", it would be for
the Commission, through technical advisory services, to encourage them along
the road to co-operation.

.

In conclusion, he wished to assure the Executive Secretary that the

Office of Technical Co-operation would continue to give him its fullest
support.

Mr. GORSE (Prance) said that from the very outset of the session

speakers had stressed the hard realities of the 'continent and had mentioned
development problems in terms of challenge.
and human resources of Africa.

His own hope lay in the economic

The short history of ECA was epitomised by

its manifold efforts to bring about.better understanding between widely
differing.peoples, and to unite the continent in brotherhood by co-operation,
a significant and. humane idea to which his own country was deeply attached,

African problems were often, however, not very different from problems in
other parts of the. world, for example, the flight from rural areas was a
subject of universal concern. .

■

The question of aid was at the very-heart of the relations between

developing and industrialized countries.

In spite of the criticism that

■

had b.een voiced, it should not be forgotten that, especially to the younger
generation,.co-operation meant community of human interests.

France was

fully aware of the paramount, importance of cultural.and technical co-operation;
during the last six years it had doubled the funds allotted to that form of

E/Q5r.l4/SH.146(IX)
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aid,.and there were now nearly 20,000 French teachers in Africa.
thirds .of French aid was financed by government, funds 5
was

granted in.

the.for.m .of donations

was

complementary to .multilateral

Two-

85 per cent of it

and. half went to Africa.

assistance; for., instance,

Such aid

French

contributions had already "been used together with those of -■ international
financing .institutions,

to carry out large-scale, agricultural'projects in

■

Cameroon and Dahomey and to set up a-fertilizer:industry in:Senegal.
In spite of France's economic and financial difficulties.in I968,
aid had not

diminished.

countries brought

about

It was
its

t rue that

development in highly andustr-ia-l-iaed

own problems,

and everything must "be, done

avoid the combination of a natural African tendency to want to
and a temptation on the part
into their shell;

that

was

"go

it

to

alone"

of the industrialized countries.to withdraw

would only increase the gap between them.

The total volume of French trade with Africa was
but

Government

increasing steadily,

characterized by an increasing large French., deficit, .

The opening

up of French markets for African produsts had been,matched by an increase
in French

exports

organization

countries,

of

to Africa.

international

His

country had also

trade

that was

helped to "bring, about

favourable to

the African

particularly as regards markets for their commodities.

Results

included the 1968 coffee agreement which would enable African producers to .
keep their outlets for Robusta grades,

and the November.I967 resolution

of Rio'de Janeiro'under which the international financing institutions
had agreed to help

commodity markets.

jThe essential point was,
make

their

own efforts

obligations

and to

at

of course,

development. .

that.the-African peoples
France

was

help _BCA in a friendly spirit

ready to

in its

should

fulfil

work of

its

co

operation.

■f

problems
start

Mr. BOTAff (Somalia) recalled that EGA had -sometimes encountered
'

that

--'

seemed insoluble,

^

in.co-operation.

Somalia was, one of the least

Exports to the

;

but
,

■

'

had: succeeded in making a .practical
.

.

.

.....

developed of the Kast African countries,

sub-region were lower than imports5

tax yields .were marginal;

^

r i' i
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and. agriculture could.be expanded only at greafcOst in investment.

Somalia had a great deal- of. arable land ■■but little water, in spite of its
- two,rivers.

•

PrQj>e^ utilization of water-resources .would, however, improve

living standards..

As. Ear-aa industrialization was concerned, the

harmonization.of industries in the sub-region was absolutely'essential.

'

.

.Somalia had sodium chloride resources and a very high grade gypsum'deposit wjiich
, could be used to produce, sulphuric acid.

,

..■ -

■■"

■

His:.country fully approved of reorganizing the structure of ECA, which

.,.-would improve its efficacy. ' It believed that self-reliance would come

from co-operation and co-ordination at the sub-regional, regional"and inter
regional levels.

The ECA should adopt priority measures designed'to benefit

■the least1 developed of'the African countries.

•

''

.Mr. EL MBI (Sudan) said that ten years' work had widened as well as
deepened the experience of ECA and made it much' more efficient in carrying
■ out- its, functions.'

Nevertheless, Africa was still far short of the 5 per cent

target,set by the first Development Decade for the GDP increase, "The figures
for. Africa in document S/C2T.14/UHCTAD/ll/3- showed tWt only '7 countries
out of 40 had exceeded that target,' and that the highest rate did not exceed

■ 7 per cent.
cent.

.

A.few countries had negative rates, the' average being 3.37 per

Apart'from Libya, the £er_cap_ita. growth' rate' was just over 1 per cent.
Thai; could be attributed to multiple factors, mainly the imperfections

and rigidity of the flow of international trade.and the problems of foreign
capital and aid.

The downward trend in bilateral aid showed that multi

lateral aid-was preferable. ' He stressed the "importance of arrangements by which

soft loans would be substituted for "tied loans, which should be tolerated only
for high: .priority projects yielding high returns.

On the subject of basic commodity prices, he said that sisal and cotton
.prices had declined appreciably, cotton prices having falle* by 20 per cent

between 1961 and -196V' :"'0f the two International Monetary Fund (IMF) proposals
for establishing basic commodity prices, he preferred the Compensatory

Financing. Method to the Commodity-Agreements method.

■■■

Page

With regard, to tariffs and trade preferences ,'~he' Was 'uneasy about the

tariff cuts relating mainly to manufactured goods, and favoured concerted
action to abolish reciprocity on the part of developing countries.
countries in the region reached the stage of exporting,

African- Stateswould have1 to be removed-

■ ■

When

"barriers "between

'■'■■■"

To remedy the shortage of international liquidity, first a link' should
be established between the IMF Special Drawing Rights (SDRS) and' development
"finance, as proposed by OAU.
years,'instead of 3 to'5«

Second, the repayment period should be '6 to 8

Third,

the Pond's quotas should be increased to

provide additional reserves.
_,

His delegation .considered that regional market integration..through a

system of bilateral trade arrangements among the various, countries.and also

among regional, groups might ultimately develop a Pan-African Common Market.

Apari; from'that, the time had come to set up different payments 'unions to
encourage exchange within the respective regions as well as bilateral payments

agreements "between the various groups. " That form of inter-union payments might
lead to a Pan-African'Payments Union,
Common Market,

a strong foundation for a Pan-African

-
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.

Mr, EMMAMTEL (Rwanda) agreed with the representative of Kenya

that the. ECA must "be

enabled to play its full part in the economic and

social advancement of the African countries and to help them to surmount
the many obstacles

they .were facing,

In the light of. past experience, ECA must help the. African countries
during the next Decade to raise their standard of living considerably,

improve agriculture and stock-breeding,

increase and diversify exports,

EGA must also.take all necessary measures to protect African commodities.,
which were threatened by competition from similar products from the more
advanced countries or by the fact that African production was not comple

mentary.

Other sectors merited special attention during the second Decade■,

particularly development of communications and transport,

training of

managerial staff and industrialization.

' ,

African countries appreciated the services of SCA experts but

studies, and research by such experts should be followed up. as. far. as pos
sible by practical implementation,,

His delegation was therefore in favour

of the idea of decentralizing ECA activities to enable.it to give.concrete
assistance to the African countries*

.

.

.

■

•

.

Mr. MAYQOTGOIT /Congo fBrazgavillej7rea.ff irmfid his country's support
for EGA and noted with satisfaction the considerable amount of work done
during the first ten years of its existence.

His delegation fully endorsed

the commemorative resolution celebrating the tenth anniversary of the
Commission,

As regards development planning;, his Government considered that Africa's

best chances lay in intensifying exchanges of all kinds among the African
countries, particularly as regards, industry,

He hoped that during the next

decade the Commission would encourage intra-African trade by all possible
means, through bold? planned industrialization directed towards develop
ment of natural resources - mines? forests, and power.

Turning to aid for the developing countries, he suggested that as
regards financing, trade and marketing,

the battle should be limited to

harmonising and standardizing trade, and to introducing a kind of ethic

Page 1?" ..,' ■'

■:■.-'between-' developed and-developing'coun-trt&s;.: ■■Assista:nee.:i&;4hs,^area was
flight j,:. "the- conditions under 'which 'it .was -grafted were becoming -increasingly
. * -difficult- and the lack. ..of liquidi-ties entailed by the international monetary

.-,'Qrisis-was 'tending-to- reduce- even more the aid given to: the developing

To obtain equal bargaining' conditions for thV Third'World' countries

from the--advanced> nations.,, the Commission, must insist that African products
; .■_■■_. ;be; bought ;at remunerative prices andvthat any foreign, firm inves-ting-i-na
,. developing. country.-in.Ust-. reinvest a lar.ge: part of its -profits, in- tHat -country,

Mr*"EEM±

("Liberia)' said thaT'ECA 'had'given the African'countries

a greater sense of awareness" and a better appreciation of their' economic

.problems, ■ Nevertheless, -i^view t>f .present, needs'"the ^Commission's terms

of. .:r;eferenc,er.adopted-in. 19-58 ,,vwhentit. had only :.nine' members/ ha:d;to"be
K:.y, revised^, To.=fur;t;b.er the progress; of-Africa, which was economically5" the
.. ; least .-.developed, region in the-Ihdrd florid, •■ EGA -must -do -more than-.identify

problems..va^make. feasibility studies...

It. must-help 'to channel Vtowards

--....•■Africa a: larger, proportion-of United Nations-Resources and;it .ttusthave the
.;;j,necessary.: authority to achieve positive action, from - which' the African^ States

couldj.r.eap ipractical benefits.'

■ ■"

■

■

■.'■■■= ■-. .

;:_- ;

Ehere was also a need for more direct links between'EGA and'the African
._.■■■ governments,so that the decisions taken .at the Commission's meetings

;r.eflectedlthe.,full:will of-its. member States and could'be; taken'" seriously.

..£lQser.;relatiqns were also needed between ECA and'Heads of State within the ■
-.fr^me,w.or;kliQf:.;.OAF.. Decisions concerning'the-Commission were ;made in the '

;; : Unite;d:*tiqns ,Esosomic,and .Social Council.withdnsufficient consultation
with the governments concerned,

,--.

■, :,■.■:..-.

.- ■-=■•■..:. -.

For. rapid...^o.wth, ...based .on self-relianc:e, Intra-African trade-was

absolutely e,ssen.tial0. .His. delegation, therefore welcomed ECA^s-proposed

studies;,pn 4r?ade -expansion -in- Kest Africa^' If.tflso" fully endoreed'/the work
programme, regarding economic,development-and planning-.

■

'The agricultural

development targets, laid down in that programme, were particularly., important

■ .SinCe..^e.,in^st:r.ial sector. could make no real progress until a large, part
of.African society was removed from, its present subsistence.level.

. .

&/ Ui/a t j-4-/ ^^* --^r^ V -"-^
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Industrialization, regarded as1--a major factor in rapid economic growth
for the independent African States was restricted by small markets, short
age of qualified labour and lack of capital, ■

EGA should encourage establish-*

ment of multi-national institutions to develop- international co-operation

in the sub-regions,

In other words, a strategy for industrialization in

all the regions was needed, so as to avoid overlapping,
ECA could not progress "beyond the fact-finding stage to that of

concrete action programmes and helping Africa to solve its problems without
the guidance and support of the governments of member States.

Moreover,

governments must take all the necessary measures, under their.national
programmes to honour their commitments to EGAa
Mr.

DIBBA (Gambia)

. .

said that his government strongly supported

the objectives of the Economic Commission for Africa.

Ihe'time was ripe

to take stock of the Commission's activities and to consider ways and means

of improving its effectiveness as a medium for promoting the economic and
social progress of Africa.

His delegation agreed with others that the

Commission required certain structural innovations if it were to be better
' equipped to face the many problems of the second Development Decade.

EGA

must now proceed from studies and research to more active involvement in
the development of.Africa,

■

■

■

His Government supported the activities of the secretariat in encoura
ging and stimulating sub-regional economic co-operation, which was vital
to the economic survival and political independence of the African coun

tries.

Having regard to the failure of the second UKJTAD conference, it

was essential to develop intra-African trade and to harmonize agricultural
and industrial policies»

Existing oo-operation,' particularly political, between EGA and OAU
should be strengthened during the second Development Decade.

Since the

Commission was the principal United Nations body in Africa, it should
decentralize United Nations economic and social work for Africa.
He urged the industrialized countries to intensify their efforts to'
promote the progress of the developing countries by entering into .agree

ments guaranteeing fairer and more remunerative prices for commodities and

^
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by making it

easier for manufactured and semi-manufactured products

developing countries

to

enter

their markets.

..andather forms.of aid to African countries

They should alsp

on softer terms.

give

from
loans

He appealed

to-the developed countries to educate public'opinion on the desirability

of-giving assistance to the African countries, which was'in the interest
f

of, both recipient

and donor countries,

^- QABALLAH (United Arab Republic),, recalling, that economic
development was

the major theme

of ECA's ninth, session,

observed that

the growth rates recorded so far were far'from satisfactory.i

It was also

very.disappointing that the'per capita yearly increase in product was
only.. 1 per cent during the first" Development' Decade.

'■"■'■'

The 'problem of development in the context' of.th.e Development. Decades raised

inseparable issues of the self-reliance of the developing countries .and
....

their

relations with the developed countries.

■

.......

(

While the African countries

■themselves'had to-develop and diversify their economy, and speed up their
growth, :the fact remained that unstable commodity prices and tariff barriers

,'$o- African exports of semi-manufactures and manufactures limited .the
opportunities for "economic development.'

To remedy that

state

of affairs,

.it, was necessary to reform the international price system itself9

which

pperat.ed. t.o the advantage -of the developed countries and to the disadvantage

6,f the developing-countries,
produces';in

since the developing countries sold their

a- :competitive:/market "but

bought

from a monopolistic, market.

So long as that problem remained unsolved, unqualified acceptance of the

principle of self-reliance would imply a continuing drain on the economies
of ■ the African countries,

.

■">..,

■....".„■■'.■-.:

■..,.-.....

Economic co-operation was an essential condition for accelerating
development,

and his

Government supported action to promote it,

in which

the Commission had been playing an important/role for some years.

However,

the approach to economic integration adopted by ECA, namely the division

of Africa into four sub-regions which would probably ultiaately coalesce
into, a single region,

raised important problems.

It would therefore be

necessary to re-examine any form of organization with a view to providing

the flexibility needed for more efficient economic integration that could
cope with future economic changes.

i8ai^^;s^^
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The need for the Commission to widen its activities beyond mere V
fact-finding during the next Becade was increasingly being recognized.
Consequently, structural changes were needed to enable the Commission
to expand its functions and to speed up the development of the African'

countries.

However, those changes would only he meaningful in so far

as member Governments of the Commission would support them.

M. HA™ (Gabon) drew attention to the report of the secretariat
entitled »A Venture in Self-Beliance". He felt, like the authors of that

document, that the next decade'of EGA would lead the African countries
to self-reliance, if not to economic independence. However, the achievement
of that self-reliance required cbnSerted efforts at the national and
continental levels.

■■■■"'

The countries should draw on their own resources for the study of
national development problems before turning to assistance and co-operation

Wd on bilateral and multilateral agreements. However, the assistance '
should be adapted to the priorities of the countries and should be integrated

so far as possible in the economic development plans. The concerted
study of national resources and of assistance provided under bilateral andmultilateral agreements should lead to the formulation of a comprehensive
programme for the country as a whole.

At the continental level, BCA should

co-ordinate the various devpl n-nrT>c.n+ ^n^ „ -u

x us development policies by encouraging the function

of sub-regional economic units.

ghe meeting rose at 1^0 p-m.

.
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■
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